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MCQ’S FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 

1. ‘’Eco-bridges’’ are sometimes mentioned in the news. With reference to this which of the 

following statements is/are correct?(Ecology and Environment) 

I. These are amazing bridges that will facilitate a familiar way for animals to cross the road, but 

also keep them protected. 

II. Karnataka State is planning to construct eco-friendly bridges over a canal cutting across the 

tiger corridor linking the Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve (TATR) in the Chandrapur district of 

Maharashtra with the forests in Karnataka’s Kumram Bheem Asifabad district. 

Select Codes: 

a) I 

b) II 

c) I,II 

d) none of these 

2.Consider the following statements with reference to renewable energy .(Current Affairs) 

I. The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) is headquartered in  Brussels,Belgium. 

II.According to renewable energy statistics 2017, India’s installed renewable energy capacity 

devoted to hydropower in 2007 was close to four-fifths ; in 2016 was less than half. 

Which of the above statements is/are correct? 

Select codes: 

a) I 



 

 

b) II 

c) I,II 

d) none of these. 

3.North Natuna Sea (part of South China Sea) is recently in news.Which of the following nations 

exercises its control over it?(International Relations) 

a) China 

b) Philippines 

c) Indonesia 

d) Thailand 

4. Which of the following mosquitoes transmit Zika virus?(General Science) 

a) Aedes albopictus 

b) Aedes polynesiensis 

c)  Aedes rusticus 

d) Aedes aegypti  

5. Article 35A allows the State government of Jammu & Kashmir to enact laws—(Indian Polity) 

a) to restrict persons outside Jammu & Kashmir from employment 

b) to right to acquire immovable property in Jammu and Kashmir. 

c) to settle in Jammu & Kashmir permanently. 

d) All of these. 

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS FOR MAIN EXAMINATION. 

 

1. Does Article 370 assume a place of permanence in the constitution and feature is beyond the 

amendment, repeal or abrogation? (Indian Polity) 



 

 

2. Recent global economic downturn has enforced India’s economic policymakers to look inward 

Critically analyze it. (Indian Economy) 

3’ For India, the impact of a closer camaraderie with the U.S.is better judged by the challenges 

the superpower’s receding global spaces across the globe.’ Critically examine the statement 

with changing geopolitics of USA in recent times. (Foreign Affairs) 

SOLUTION (MCQ’S) 

1.a. 

Explanation:  Telangana State is planning to construct eco-friendly bridges over a canal cutting 

across the tiger corridor linking the Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve (TATR) in the Chandrapur 

district of Maharashtra with the forests in Telangana’s Kumram Bheem Asifabad district. 

2.b 

Explanation: The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) is headquartered in  Abu 

Dhabi,UAE. 

Total renewable energy(2016)-95,534 megawatt.Out of which hydropower was 47,587 

megawatt.Similarly total renewable energy (2007) was 45,953 megawatt and out of which 

hydropower contribution was 36,518 megawatt. 

Source:RENEWABLE ENERGY STATISTICS 2017,INTERNATIONAL RENEWABLE ENERGY 

AGENCY. 

3.c 

Explanation: In an act of defiance against Beijing's territorial ambitions in the region, Indonesia 

will refer to the northern areas of its exclusive economic zone in the South China Sea as the 

"North Natuna Sea” 

4.d 

Expanation:Aedes albopictus- yellow fever virus, dengue fever. 

Aedes polynesiensis is responsible for the transmission of human lymphatic filariasis. 

Aedes rusticus-Not any specific type of diseases. 



 

 

Aedes aegypti-zika virus. 

5.d 

Explanation: Article 35A allows the State government of Jammu & Kashmir to enact laws to 

restrict persons outside Jammu & Kashmir from employment, right to acquire immovable 

property and settle in Jammu & Kashmir. 

Model Answers. 

Q1.INTRODUCTION: Article 370 of the Indian Constitution is a ‘temporary provision’ which 

grants special autonomous status to Jammu & Kashmir.Under Part XXI of the Constitution of 

India, which deals with “Temporary, Transitional and Special provisions”, the state of Jammu & 

Kashmir has been accorded special status under Article 370.All the provisions of the 

Constitution which are applicable to other states are not applicable to J&K. 

• IMPORTANT PROVISONS UNDER THE ARTICLE:According to this article, except 

defense, foreign affairs, finance and communications, Parliament needs the state 

government’s concurrence for applying all other laws. Thus the  residents live under a 

separate set of laws, including those related to citizenship, ownership of property, and 

fundamental rights, as compared to other Indians. 

• Indian citizens from other states cannot purchase land or property in Jammu & Kashmir. 

• Under Article 370, the Centre has no power to declare financial emergency under Article 

360 in the state. It can declare emergency in the state only in case of war or external 

aggression. Therefore The Union government  can not declare emergency on the 

grounds of internal disturbance or imminent danger unless it is made at the request or 

with the concurrence of the state government.. 

• Under Article 370 the Indian Parliament cannot increase or reduce the borders of the 

state. 

 THE DEBATE: 

According to the JK High Court---------- 

the Article 370 though titled as temporary provision and included in para XXI titled Temporary, 

Transitional and Special Provisions has assumed place of permanence in the constitution. 



 

 

It is beyond amendment, repeal or abrogation, in as much as constituent Assembly of the state 

before its dissolution did not recommend its Amendment or repeal. 

The court also observed that the President under Article 370(1) is conferred with power to 

extend any provision of Constitution to the State with such “exceptions and modifications” as 

may be deemed fit subject to consultation or concurrence with state Government. 

While acceding to dominion of India, JK retained limited sovereignty and did not merge with 

Dominion of India, like other princely states. 

Q2. 

 INTRODUCTION: The facts are that the World has seen the waxing and waning of global traffic 

in goods, capital and people. To be precise, the phase of high trade starting 1870 came to an 

end with the First World War and had to revive, slowly, only after the Second. Then following the 

collapse of East European communism in the early 1990s, there was resurgence in global trade. 

Now even this phase has abruptly ended with the global financial crisis. 

THE SLOWDOWN AND INDIA:If the world economy is set to grow slowly for the foreseeable 

future ,a premise of much of the economic policy in India since 1991 would have to be replaced. 

It had been assumed then that globalization was here to stay and India had only to hitch onto its 

current ride to prosperity. 

Recognizing the diminished tempo of globisation, India’s economic policymakers must address 

the growth of the home market, which is the demand for goods and services emanating from 

within the country.The immediate points of action and appropriate instruments can be identified 

without much strain on our ingenuity. In the short run or present when the global economy is 

sluggish, only domestic investment can move demand. 

WAY FORWARD: Through public investment Govt can spur domestic demand. For an instance 

that 23 bridges and tunnels on India’s National highways are over 100 years old, of which 17 

require rehabilitation or major maintenance .As many as 123 other bridges in the country require 

immediate attention and 6000 are structurally distressed. 

Infrastructure is unique in that spending on it raises aggregate demand and when it actually 

comes on stream, it raises the productivity of investment elsewhere in the economy . 

 



 

 

Q3.US geopolitics and India :In 2017 President Donald Trump is in the same place as his 

administration finalizes its Af-Pak policy review to be announced in July and New Delhi once 

again has its hopes up that U.S  will take a stern view of Pakistan’s support to Taliban and its 

use of terror groups that target both Afghan and India interests. 

A similar relinquishing of space can be gleaned from Mr. Trump’s moves with China,while New 

Delhi felt justifiably happy with the India –US joint statements on China’s belt and road imitative 

in line with its concerns on sovereignty issues., the fact that is the Trump administration has 

baulked at much of strong language the  Obama administration preferred on south China Sea  

In the bigger picture, Mr.Trump‘s geopolitical moves thus far can be seen as empowering 

regional bullies in their spheres of influence: Russia, China, Saudi Arabia and so on. 

Ceding Space globally: 

• Meanwhile, US is rapidly vacating space in multilateral spheres. 

• Us has reneged on the Paris acccord , something that was in sharp focus at the recently 

held at G-20 meet in Hamburg. 

• On the free trade agreements like the Trans-pacific partnership, the U.S has already 

voted with its feet. 

• Finally Mr. Trump’s obvious lack of interest in funding the world body will drastically cut 

resources for peacekeeping and other projects that  India has interest in. 
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